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Abstract

This thesis is commissioned by Wärtsilä Finland Oy Ship Power and is about transferring product data from the global application Teamcenter into a local database called TERPS. The purpose is to expand the PDM (Product Data Management) to cover also project deliveries or Product Lifecycle Management (PLM).

This will be achieved by creating a system that transfers this information by the means of XML web services. This thesis focuses on the architecture on the TERPS side. The system on the TERPS side will automatically receive information from Teamcenter through the WESB platform. The information will be inserted into a staging database where it waits for further approval. From there it is finally inserted into the endpoint database, using an ASP.NET web application.

The ASP.NET web application is a tool for presenting and approving information in the staging database and updating the TERPS database.

The result is a solution that transfers information from Teamcenter to the TERPS database.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASMX</td>
<td>Active Server Methods, a Microsoft Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>Active Server Pages, a Microsoft Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>Hyper Text Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDM</td>
<td>Integrated Document Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPI</td>
<td>Installation Planning Instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPIX</td>
<td>Information Publishing in XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSON</td>
<td>Java Script Object Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>Portable Document Format by Adobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDM</td>
<td>Product Data Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCS</td>
<td>Product Life Cycle Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLM</td>
<td>Product Lifecycle Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLMXML</td>
<td>Product Lifecycle Management XML, a Siemens format for facilitating product lifecycle interoperability using XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA</td>
<td>Quality Assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMS</td>
<td>Quotation Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOAP</td>
<td>Simple Object Access Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERPS</td>
<td>Total Engine Room Packages for Auxiliary Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCF</td>
<td>Windows Communication Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDMS</td>
<td>Wärtsilä Data Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIO</td>
<td>Wärtsilä Industrial Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS</td>
<td>Web Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>Web Service Description Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 Introduction

This thesis concerns a project commissioned by Wärtsilä Finland – Ship Power and is about transferring product data between global and local systems. Wärtsilä is in progress of expanding the Product Data Management (PDM) to cover also project deliveries or Product Lifecycle Management (PLM).

PDM is currently used mostly for capturing product design data. A software called Teamcenter will be used for this phase but Wärtsilä still has a need to transfer product data into local databases to improve speed and flexibility.

In order to achieve this a system that handles the transfer of product data between the two systems has to be designed, built and implemented.

This thesis focuses on the transfer of product data from Teamcenter software to a local database called TERPS (Total Engine Room Packages for Auxiliary Systems). The content definition is based on the Product Life Cycle Support (PLCS) which is an ISO STEP standard (ISO 10303-239).

The purpose of this thesis is to produce enough material for being able to design a specification for a production quality assurance environment (QA).
2 The assignment

My thesis work is a project concerning data transfer between global and local systems. This means utilizing product data from Teamcenter software into a local database called TERPS (Total Engine Room Packages for auxiliary Systems).

The project is split into several parts which will be handled by different parties. This thesis focuses on the product data transfer between Teamcenter and the TERPS database. The database is a local database containing information about auxiliary equipment, e.g. description, type, technical specifications and prices, etc. The database is used by several other systems and applications, e.g. the configurators and IPI.

Currently the database has its own interface for updating information about components. The information about these components has to be stored and handled by a global system called Teamcenter. In the future Teamcenter will be the master of this information, but in order to improve speed and flexibility, the information still needs to be stored in the TERPS database.

The focus lies on transferring the data from Teamcenter into the TERPS database. This means studying the existing systems and their usage in order to get a clear overview on how the problems should be solved. The next step is to study and present different alternatives of how the transfer should be done and make a feasibility study of these different alternatives, e.g. functionality, design etc. When a suitable solution has been found, a basic design of that solution is to be made. Following the final specifications, rules and documents, the solution should be verified with some possible test data.

The thesis will start with a short overview of the TERPS database and its related systems, as it was at the start of the project. The overview will be followed by a requirements specification part and a deeper look into how different issues were solved and how the solution was implemented. Finally there is a discussion part.
3 TERPS

The TERPS database is a Microsoft Access 2007 database. The database consists of information about auxiliary equipment (also referred to as components) which is used in Wärtsilä 4-stroke engine applications. The name TERPS was invented in the early 1990's, since there was a need to collect information about auxiliary equipment in one place. This was important since the approved information is sent to customers. The database has been modified several times since then, from the earliest PDF versions to today’s relational database. /1/

---

1. Figure 1. TERPS Relationships
Figure 1 shows the database diagram of the TERPS database, prior to any of the modifications made that were necessary for this thesis.

3.1 TERPS usage

The TERPS database is used by a number of other systems and applications, such as the configurators, IPI, TERPS Interface and the TERPS Admin interface. These applications and systems will be more thoroughly described in the following chapters. The usage of the database by other systems and applications is visualized in the picture below.

Figure 2. Visualization of TERPS usage
3.1.1 The configurators

The configurators form a part of the Quotation Management System (QMS). The configurators are a tool used when making a quotation for a project. When making a quotation on a certain component, the configurators select data from the TERPS database, based on formulas and rules inside the configurators. The configurators then release the information to the QMS database.

3.1.2 Installation Planning Instructions (IPI)

Wärtsilä as a supplier and the yard as a contractor need to communicate installation specific information to build an installation that is both reliable and economical to use. The purpose of the IPI is to support Wärtsilä customers and Wärtsilä network offices by giving them a proper picture of the complete scope of supply from Wärtsilä. Based on the information in IPI the customer will be able to integrate Wärtsilä scope of supply to the rest of the ship engine room and propulsion system. /11/

The IPI consists of:

- Standard scope of supply and related systems
- Recommendations, requirements and design data
- Project specific drawings and technical data (retrieved from TERPS).

3.1.3 TERPS interface

The TERPS interface is a way of viewing the content of the database. The information is visualized on ASP classical pages. Through the interface a user can easily browse the components in the database, either by selecting the desired component in a certain component group or by just searching for the component using a specific search criterion. Component specific data, e.g. prices, technical specifications, drawings and brochures (stored in WDMS), are very easy to browse.

The TERPS interface also stores other information and contents such as:

- System / Equipment specialists
- Documents (stored in WDMS)
- Design formulas (stored in WDMS)
- Supplier software and files.

The interface is built using ASP Classical, HTML and JavaScript.

### 3.1.4 TERPS administrator interface

The administrator interface is also built with ASP, HTML and JavaScript technique. It allows certain users (administrators) to e.g. update, check status and create new components in the database, i.e. maintain the database. The administrator interface also shows the data from earlier revisions of the components, in other words it shows components whose data have changed and are no longer under production status. Thus, the TERPS administrator interface is a “maintenance tool” for the TERPS database.
4 Teamcenter

Teamcenter is an integrated suite of Product Lifecycle Management applications, originally created by Siemens PLM Software. Teamcenter connects people and processes by creating, capturing and sharing product knowledge to power innovation and productivity. Teamcenter is the world’s most widely used PLM system. Teamcenter product capabilities are for example: Bill of Materials Management, Content and Document Management, Lifecycle Visualization and more. Today Wärtsilä is in the progress of implementing Teamcenter into their Product Document Management. The implementation of Teamcenter is split up into several phases and is currently in the Beta phase.

Although the retrieval of data from Teamcenter lies outside the scope of the thesis (it will be handled by another party), it still serves as the key building block. The goal is that Teamcenter becomes the master of the TERPS database content and all changes will be made using Teamcenter.
5 Requirements

As was mentioned earlier, to be able to expand the PDM to cover also project deliveries, global application data has to be transferred into local databases (TERPS). Several meetings were held at Wärtsilä, with the purpose of discussing the requirements and the functionality needed by the data transferring solution. The figure below shows the TERPS - Teamcenter integration as it was at the beginning of the project.

During the meetings, different alternatives of tackling the problems that arose were discussed. During the early stages of the thesis work I proposed a solution where the transferring of data would be done through a web service that uses XML to transport data. This solution seemed to be very suitable from a Wärtsilä point of view, because something similar had already been done.

Furthermore, a suggestion was made that the existing TERPS database should be converted from an MS Access 2007 database into a SQL Server database. The conversion into SQL Server would be a far better alternative than MS Access, since SQL Server can handle the load of simultaneously accessing users much better than MS Access 2007 /7/. According to Wärtsilä internal statistics, the usage of the TERPS interface has increased a lot in the past few years and the interface uses the database as data source, which in turn results in increased access to the database. The database was likely to be reconstructed in order to be able to map the transferred data (global) with the locally existing data, e.g. by adding new columns to associate the data. The idea was to do this at the same time, thus minimizing the time span needed for database changes.
Indeed, a database conversion from MS Access to SQL Server would mean changes to all other systems using the TERPS database, for example the configurators and the TERPS interface. During one of the meetings we concluded that the changes required by the database conversion should be easy to fix in a relatively short time.

The focus of this thesis is on the creation of a system that handles XML data. Data from Teamcenter will be sent to this system through an integration platform (WESB). This process is handled by another party. The scope of this system is to create a web service (WS) that receives data from WESB and an ASP.NET web application that presents the data received by the web service. Figure 4 shows the proposed future architecture of TERPS (with thesis focus part highlighted in red) and figure 5 shows the existing architecture.

![Proposed TERPS architecture](image.png)
As seen above in figure 4 the preferred solution will use a web service with web callable methods. This web service will receive transferred data. This data will then be presented by an ASP.NET web application. The web service itself will further on be invoked from WESB.

The web service, which receives data from Teamcenter, needed to have a certain structure in order to be able to receive data about solution items and send back response messages about these items. This was achieved using a technique called “contract first”. This means creating a service stub from a pre-existing metadata document (a WSDL file).

The application presenting the data was determined to be an ASP.NET web application in order to allow easy accessibility. The purpose of this application is to act as a tool for approving the updates in the endpoint database (TERPS). This will be done by presenting the data from both systems (Teamcenter and TERPS) in a tabular format. This allows any user to easily interpret the data that is to be updated.
6 The solution

This thesis is part of a greater solution covering the data transfer of solution items from product lifecycle management system Teamcenter to TERPS database. To transfer a solution item from Teamcenter to TERPS, a number of data transformations have to be done. The flow of the data is presented in figure 6 below, where WS represents the web service on the TERPS side.

![Solution item flow diagram](image)

**Figure 6. Solution item flow**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution item transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Actors**        | • Teamcenter  
|                   | • WESB (“Teamcenter adapter”)  
|                   | • WESB (“TERPS adapter”)  
|                   | • TERPS |
| **Trigger**       | The message is triggered from Teamcenter system workflows (event based) |
| **Steps**         | 1. A PLMXML message containing solution items is received from Teamcenter through a SOAP call. |
The data is mapped to a canonical structure by WESB

WESB publishes the data to the Broker

The data is dequeued by WESB (TERPS adapter)

WESB calls TERPS web service

WESB presents transfer status to vision

| Alternatives | The PLMXML message received from Teamcenter is invalid. This causes the process to terminate and an error message is sent to Vision and Teamcenter. |

Table 1. Solution item transfer from Teamcenter to TERPS

Table 1 gives a more accurate description of the several steps taken before the solution items are updated in the end point database. As can be seen in the table, WESB logs a transfer status of the solution items in order to notify Teamcenter of a successful update in TERPS. The transfer status can also be viewed using the Vision application. This means that the TERPS web service needs to send a response message about the transfer status. The flow of the response is presented in figure 7.

Figure 7. Response message flow

When a solution item is released in Teamcenter, the information about this particular solution item is sent to TERPS web service according to the material presented in the previous paragraph. If this information is successfully handled on the TERPS side, a response message is sent back to Teamcenter telling that the transfer was carried out successfully. If an error occurs the message will contain information about the cause of the error. The flow of the response message is presented below in table 2.
### Response message transfer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Response message transfer from TERPS to Teamcenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
<td>To transfer a response message regarding the status of a particular solution item in TERPS to Teamcenter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>The status process integration provides a way to transfer status regarding the status of solution items from the system to the consuming system TERPS to Teamcenter, transmitting this information through WESB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Actors**  | - TERPS  
  - WESB ("TERPS adapter")  
  - WESB ("Teamcenter adapter")  
  - Teamcenter |
| **Trigger** | The message is triggered from Teamcenter system workflows (event based) |
| **Steps**   | 1. An XML message containing the status is received through a SOAP call  
  2. The data is mapped to a canonical structure by WESB  
  3. WESB publishes the data to WESB Broker  
  4. The data is dequeued by WESB (Teamcenter adapter)  
  5. WESB calls Teamcenter web service  
  6. WESB presents status to vision |
| **Alternatives** | The response message sent from TERPS is invalid. This causes the process to terminate and an error message is sent to Vision. |

*Table 2. Response message transfer from TERPS to Teamcenter*

This chapter has given a description of the whole solution design, although it partly lay outside the scope of this thesis. The following chapter will present a closer look at the
TERPS web service, the .NET web application presenting the solution items and finally the staging database.

6.1 TERPS side architecture

The scope of this thesis lies in creating a web service that receives solution items from another web service. This web service will then handle the data and update the local TERPS database. The web service does not directly update the local TERPS database, instead it uses a staging database. By Wärtsilä request a .NET web application displaying the data in a tabular format was also created. This will present the data in an interpretable format for any user.

6.2 Planning the web service

Several meetings were held at Wärtsilä with the purpose of discussing how the web service should be created, i.e. which technique should be used. The first idea was to create an ASP.NET web service application. This seemed like a good idea from a Wärtsilä point of view, but after a workshop held with one of the persons involved in the WESB part we were advised to create a WCF service instead.

Although an ASP.NET web service application (.asmx) could work fine, WCF is still a better choice, since it supports all the capabilities that ASMX does. In addition, WCF allows more than ASMX, e.g. Message Structure and Serialization, SOAP Extensions and additional transport protocols. /4/

With the information stated in the previous paragraph and the advice from one of the persons involved with WESB, a WCF service was created and tested. The problem that arose with this option was that WCF exposes metadata (WSDL files) as several files. This means that there is a WSDL file in which there is a link to external a XML Schema. This was a problem, because in order to invoke this service from WESB, it needed to present its data as a flat WSDL file (no external files).

However, this may be solved if you explicitly tell the WCF service to expose its metadata as a single file, using the query string “?singleWSDL”. /2/ Unfortunately, this is only possible if you use .NET 4.5. There were several other things that prevented me from using it. For example, .NET 4.5 is not supported in Microsoft Windows XP. These limitations
forced me to abandon the idea of creating a WCF service. Instead an ASP.NET web service application (ASMX) was created, as originally planned.

6.2.1 SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)

An ASP.NET web service application uses SOAP as transport protocol. Thanks to that a consumer of this service does not need to know what platform or programming language is used to implement this service. A consumer only has to understand how to send SOAP messages (which is basically HTTP and XML). Figures 8 and 9 show example SOAP request and response messages, used by the service, where the placeholders shown are replaced with real values. /5/

```
POST /Service1.asmx HTTP/1.1
Host: localhost
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: length
SOAPAction: "pdm_terps_SolutionItemService_Binder_postSolutionItem"

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

  <soap:Body>
    <postSolutionItem xmlns="http://*****/pdm/terps/SolutionItemService">
      <SolutionItem xmlns="">
        <RequestHeader>
          <workFlowId>string</workFlowId>
          <workFlowName>string</workFlowName>
        </RequestHeader>
        <ProductData>
          <RootItem itemId="string" description="string">
            <ICO xsi:nil="true" />
            <AdditionalAttributes xsi:nil="true" />
            <File xsi:nil="true" />
            <MaterialResources xsi:nil="true" />
            <BillOfMaterial xsi:nil="true" />
            <Document xsi:nil="true" />
            <Cost xsi:nil="true" />
          </RootItem>
          <SubItems>
            <SubItem xsi:nil="true" />
          </SubItems>
        </ProductData>
      </SolutionItem>
    </postSolutionItem>
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
```

Figure 8. Complete example of the SOAP Request
6.2.2 The solution item service

The web service is an ASP.NET web service application and is coded using C# programming language. The service implements a single service interface IPdm_terps_SolutionItemservice_Binder, which has a method postSolutionItems for retrieving information about the solution items. The classes for the solution items were also needed. This interface and the classes were created from a WSDL file provided by the party involved in the WESB platform. The WSDL file provided served as a starting document. The file was then changed according to the structured data being sent to the service. The WSDL file or the meta-data document consists of information about what methods the service should implement (in form of XML) and an XSD schema telling how the classes need to be constructed. The interface and classes were auto generated using Microsoft SDK tool wsdl.exe. The technique of creating web services from pre-existing metadata documents (WSDL files) is called “contract first”.

Figure 9. Complete example of the SOAP Response
The service implements a single method postSolutionItem from the interface generated by wsdl.exe (presented in the code snippet in figure 10). This method takes an object of class SolutionItem as input parameter and returns a response in form of an object of the GenericResponse class. The classes are provided by the service contract and generated by wsdl.exe. When a solution item is received, the service attempts to open the connection to a staging database and inserts the information about the received solution item. If this operation is successful, it will return a response message containing information about a successful transfer for the specific solution item. Note that this is only a message telling that the information was successfully inserted in the staging database, not the end point database (TERPS). If the insertion fails for some reason, the service will do a rollback and return a response message containing errors. The response message and the corresponding data can be viewed using the Vision application (appendices I and II). The following figures 11 and 12 show sample data of a received solution item and the corresponding response message returned by the service. Note that the information is only fictive, but it is comparable to real data.
Figure 11. Solution item data example

Figure 12. Response message of corresponding solution item
The decision to make the web service insert data into a staging database instead of directly into the TERPS database comes from the ASP.NET web application. The purpose of this application is to present the information in a format that any user can interpret, not only in XML format. In other words, this application will serve as an update tool. The transfer of solution items from Teamcenter to the TERPS web service is nearly real time. The ASP.NET web application is a manual update tool and the web service is then forced to save information about solution items in a staging database until it is approved, using this manual update tool. This means that the staging database is a blank one to one copy of the TERPS database. The only purpose of the staging database is to gather information about solution items that are going to be updated using the ASP.NET web application.

The staging database is a one to one copy of the end point database (TERPS) with the addition of stored procedures used by the web service to insert items. The staging database is empty until a solution item is inserted by the web service. That solution item is then retrieved by the ASP.NET web application and inserted in the end point database (TERPS) and then deleted from the staging database. This means that the staging database will only hold information about solution items that have not yet been updated in TERPS, i.e. information that is under the process of being transferred.

The main tasks of the web service interacting with WESB are as follows:

- Receive solution item from WESB
- Process received solution item
- Insert solution item into staging database
- Send response to WESB about successful or unsuccessful insert into staging database

![Visualization of TERPS side web service](image-url-for-figure13)
Figure 13 is a visualization of how the process works after a solution item is received from WESB until it is inserted in the staging database.

6.3 TERPS Update tool

6.3.1 Structure and functionality

The TERPS update tool is a an ASP.NET web application, with the code behind files written in C#. As mentioned earlier the purpose of this application is mainly to present data that is to be transferred from Teamcenter to TERPS.

![Use Case Diagram](image)

**Figure 14. Simplified version of the use case diagram**

In figure 14 it can be seen that a user can:

- Check the information about items being transferred (from staging database), and compare them to the items’ previous revisions (from endpoint database).
- Approve the info which includes inserting the new info into TERPS database and sending a status report to WESB web service StatusReportProvider

The tool simply presents the data from the staging database (contains information about components under the process of being transferred) in a tabular format. If a user then clicks
on a certain component, the user will be redirected to another page that lists the information about the component in question and the corresponding component in TERPS. For example, if a component with id XAA123 and revision 2 has been created in Teamcenter, this component would be compared to a component in TERPS with id XAA123 and revision 1, which is the component with the highest revision. If a new id number is transferred from Teamcenter, no comparison can be made because there is no matching id that can be compared to the transferred id.

In order to make the information orderly, the first page only presents data in the staging database. By clicking on tabs, the user can change the table, from which the application shows data. By clicking a component, the user is redirected to another page where the component information is compared to the component with the highest revision.

Figure 15 below is a basic sketch and visualization of the things explained in the previous paragraph. The data is fictive, but comparable to actual data.

![Figure 15. Visualization and basic sketch of TERPS update tool](image)

If a user checks this information and finds it satisfactory, the user can simply approve the insertion of this information into TERPS by simply clicking an update button. The application will then start a process of transferring these solution items one by one, using a
stored procedure in the staging database. If a solution item is successfully transferred, it will be deleted from the staging database. In order to improve security, this process is handled by SQL transactions. This means that the whole process has to succeed (not only a single item but all items). If the process doesn’t succeed, neither the insert into TERPS nor the deletion from the staging database are executed. In the case of failure, the user will also be provided with the reasons and the item that caused this failure.

6.3.2 Response messages

Included in the transfer process is also a call to the WESB web service “StatusReportProvider” which informs about a successful insert in the final database. This call is necessary in order to tell Teamcenter that the workflow for the solution item in question can be released. This call deviates from the response message mentioned in the previous chapter in only two ways. Either it informs about a successful or an unsuccessful transfer through the whole chain into the TERPS database, i.e. not only a successful insert in the staging database (as the previous message does) and it also informs Teamcenter if the inserted item is under production or test status. Figure 16 shows both of the response messages sent back to Teamcenter. The response message can also be viewed graphically using Vision application (appendix III).
6.3.3 Tasks of the ASP.NET web application

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the purpose of the update tool is only to present the data in a way that any user can understand. The tasks performed by the tool can be simplified to:

- Check for and display information in staging database
- Update TERPS database
- Send status report about updated solution items

Based on this information one can say that the application is just a check for the human eye on what is going to be inserted into the endpoint database. Since the process of transferring a solution item from Teamcenter to the staging database is near real time, it raises the question if this application is needed at all.

The answer to the question lies in the configurators that use the information in the TERPS database. Before approving information transmitted from Teamcenter, it has to be verified that this information works with the configurators. By using the staging database and the ASP.NET web application, there is theoretically no time limit on the final update in TERPS database after an item has been created in Teamcenter. The information simply stays in the staging database until it is transferred to TERPS by the update tool.

In addition to the ASP.NET web application itself, a manual was written. The manual describes the functionality of the application and also explains how to modify the SQL stored procedures in case of future database changes.

6.4 The TERPS database

Included in the TERPS side architecture are also the two databases TERPS and TERPS_staging. Both data bases are SQL Server 2008 databases originally created from the Microsoft Access 2007 database.

The conversion from Microsoft Access 2007 into SQL Server 2008 comes with both advantages and disadvantages. For example, an SQL Server 2008 allows more complex stored procedures to be created in the database. Stored procedures form one of the key elements in this particular solution, because they make the application code more independent of changes in the database structure. /8/
There are also disadvantages. For example, any existing application that reads from the database, such as the TERPS interface (ASP pages) will need to be changed in order to function properly with the converted database. However, comparing the advantages with the disadvantages, it is clear that SQL Server 2008 is a far better alternative than Microsoft Access 2007.

6.5 The TERPS staging database

The TERPS staging database functions as a middle storage database for solution items that are under the process of being transferred. A staging database can function in several different ways:

- It can gather information about components that have been transferred. This means that the database will always contain information about items that have been transferred. The positive thing about this way is the ability to check the history of transferred items. The negative thing is the continuous growth of the database.

- It can gather information about components that are under the process of being transferred. This means that the database will only contain information about items not yet transferred to the end point database. When all items are transferred, the database will be blank. The positive thing about this alternative is that the database will not grow in size over time and it is easier to select the information that is going to be transferred. On the other hand, the disadvantage is the inability to check the history of transferred items.

In this case the second alternative was chosen, since the history of transferred items is logged by another application, namely Vision. The data of the staging database can be used in many ways, for example: to find changes against the current data warehouse (TERPS endpoint database), data cleansing or to pre-calculate aggregates. In this solution the data from the staging database is compared to the existing data in TERPS, allowing an easy find of changes. A staging database can also gather information from many different sources, but in this case it only gathers information from one source. The information is then to be updated later on by using the ASP.NET update tool. /9/
6.6 Summary of the architecture on the TERPS side

The solution works fine but is rather complex, with many different parts (web services and applications), all playing their own roles in the transfer of information. The complex structure can be negative in case of future changes. A worst case scenario would be to have to rewrite code for every service and application involved in the process of transferring solution item information. The amount of work this would demand can be multiplied by three, since the system is located on test, development and production servers. However, the software on the TERPS side is designed to avoid worst case scenarios, like the one described.

When summarizing the main components on the TERPS side required to achieve the goals specified in the Requirements chapter, they can be presented as three major parts:

- TERPS SolutionItem web service
- TERPS_staging database
- TERPS Update tool

All these components have their own roles in the transfer of a solution item. In fact there are a lot more steps taken before the information has reached the TERPS side. These steps have been briefly described in chapter 5 and are not going to be more thoroughly described because they lie outside the scope of the TERPS side architecture.
7 Security and data quality

7.1 Data quality

During this project we always had to keep in mind that the quality of the data is of great importance. One major requirement for this thesis was to be able to ensure that the quality of the data stays the same through the whole transfer from Teamcenter to TERPS.

The word data quality means that the data needs to correctly represent the real-world construct to which they refer. According to J.M. Juran, data is deemed to be of high quality “if they are fit for their intended uses in operations, decision making and planning”. If the quality in Teamcenter is considered to be high, the system transferring the data can’t do any changes to the data which will affect the quality.

The TERPS database is consumed by a number of other applications and systems (e.g. IPI and the configurators). These systems produce data based on the data retrieved from TERPS. The data produced by the consuming systems is also sent to customers. In other words, the quality of the data in the TERPS database is of great importance and is directly linked to the system transferring the information from Teamcenter.

In order to ensure the quality of the data being transferred, the applications on the TERPS side provide no user inputs at all. This is to minimize the risk of human errors. If a user for example uses the TERPS update tool and is allowed to change the data being transferred, there will be a mismatch of the databases because the transmitted and received information is not the same. To totally eliminate the risk of human errors is impossible, because the data itself is created by a human being.

7.2 Security

Based on the information presented in chapter 7.1, a decision was made to allow no user inputs at all in the ASP.NET web application. This makes the creator of the data in Teamcenter responsible for the data quality. The application would then just be as a check for the human eye, telling what information is being transferred. It would also give a possibility to verify that the information works with other systems, consuming the TERPS database, before it is approved.
Even though the update tool (ASP.NET web application) allows no user inputs or data modifications, it greatly improves the security of the transfer process as it serves as an additional opportunity to check the data sent from Teamcenter.

Possible errors can then be found before the incorrect information is inserted into the TERPS database (which would be critical).
8 Alternatives to the architecture on the TERPS side

8.1 Making the system adaptable to changes

While working on this project it was important to note that the system has to be adaptable to database structure changes. For example, if a new column is added in the TERPS database, it cannot have critical effects on the system transferring the data from Teamcenter to TERPS. Since modifications have been made before, the question is not: if the database structure changes, but when the database structure changes.

This has been achieved (as far as possible) by writing code that e.g. is not dependent of the database structure. The application and web service use SQL stored procedures as far as possible when retrieving or inserting data from or into a database. This means that if one of the databases changes in some way, the code for the application or web service does not need to be rewritten and recompiled. Instead only an alteration of the existing procedures is required. Of course, a solution that is totally independent of database changes may be impossible to create.

The web service receiving the information about solution items from Teamcenter was the hardest thing to make independent of changes. During the project it was proposed that the web service would insert the data as XML data directly into the database. This would have meant that the staging database would no longer be a one to one copy of the endpoint database. Instead it would only contain fields with xml as data type. The ASP.NET web application would then read these XML files and insert information into the TERPS database. This solution would make the web service totally independent of what information is transferred. The only thing it would do is insert XML data into the staging database.

This solution sounded as a very interesting solution and it was discussed with the party involved in WESB. It was partly implemented in order to test it, but unfortunately it was presented too late to be able to finish testing it within the time limitations of this thesis.
8.2 XML versus JSON

There is also the alternative of using JSON instead of SOAP. Both JSON and XML (used by SOAP) are text based, which gives them the same interoperability. However, JSON is considered to be much simpler than XML. In addition JSON is considered to be much easier to process due to simpler structure. JSON is also easier for mapping data object-oriented systems because JSON itself is data-oriented (compared to XML which is document-oriented).

However, the choice of sending the information as XML instead of JSON comes from the PLMXML. The information is retrieved from Teamcenter as a PLMXML (used by Siemens for facilitating product lifecycle interoperability using XML) message through a SOAP call. It would then be rather unfitting to convert the information to JSON. Using JSON in this particular case would also mean a lot of extra work. Since WESB and Vision were already existing and using XML, a solution using JSON would not be preferable.

Many of the advantages of JSON also prevail for XML. For example:

- Both have self describing data
- They provide structured data so that it is richer in information
- Internationalization (both use Unicode).

It is just a question of choosing the right tool for the right job. The right tool in this solution is SOAP with XML. SOAP is also a W3C recommendation.
9 Result and discussion

The final result of this thesis work was a working system that can transfer information about solution items from Teamcenter to the TERPS endpoint database. The application and web service on the TERPS side also effectively notify Teamcenter of successful transfers and status reports. The solution is already partly implemented and it is verified that possible test data can be sent to TERPS endpoint database.

One thing worth mentioning is that I was working towards a development server and a copy of the TERPS database was used as a simulation of the real endpoint database. This was a very good thing, as it allowed me to more freely test different things without having to worry about destroying anything. It also gave me the freedom of inserting anything I wanted in the endpoint database (a copy of the real TEPRS database) for testing purposes.

During this project I have learned many new things about coding XML web services using the contract first technique, even though I had a lot of knowledge before. The thing most unfamiliar to me was changing the .wsdl files in order to make the SolutionItemService co-operable with the WESB side. Whether the solution of using an ASMX web service instead of a WCF service is the best way to solve this problem can be discussed, but based on the tools provided to accomplish this and the demands from WEBS, I think it is.

One thing that was very hard to keep in mind was trying to see the solution from a business point of view or data point of view. Something that seems as a good solution from a software point of view doesn’t necessarily mean that it is a good solution if you look at it from another perspective.

Another hard thing during my assignment was to be able to guarantee that the transferred data from Teamcenter was exactly the same as the inserted data in the TERPS database. Something that was also very hard to foresee during the planning phase was the different business scenarios. For example, if a user enters the wrong information about a specific item in Teamcenter, there is no way to undo this if it has already been transferred, because it would mean a mismatch of the databases if the information is corrected “on the fly”. The only solution to this would be to give the Teamcenter user a “regret” option, which would somehow regret the whole transfer. Currently the only way to correct a scenario like this is to create a new revision of the component in question and transfer it again.
Since I was not the only person working on the PDM Beta project, I quickly learned that good communication is very important. Because I was working with people in other countries we had to be sure we understood each other correctly to minimize the risk of losing precious time.
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Appendices

I. Solution item transfer displayed by Vision (with item data in XML)

II. Solution item transfer displayed by Vision (with response data in XML)

III. Status report of transferred item displayed by Vision